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Arizona Archery Elk Hunt
with Sundowner Guide Service
By Bob Dawson
I finally drew the archery elk tag for units 3a/3c
in Show Low Arizona. It took 13 years to get this
bull elk tag this time around and the units border
the White Mountain Indian Reservation.

We were into bulls every day but we were looking
for one that would score 350 measurable inches
or better which is a very respectable bull. The
Continued on page 4
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President’s Message
By Jim Conrad, San Diego Chapter President
What a spectacular event our Auction ’15 of “Bayside
Celebration for Conservation” turned out to be! Kudos
to the entire Auction ’15 Committee and especially to:
•

Bob Smith, our Auction ’15 Chair whose
leadership kept us focused on success,

•

Mike Rogers Jr., who did a terrific job as our
Master of Ceremonies,

•

Les Ohlhauser, our auctioneer extraordinaire,

•

Phil DeLone, SCI’s CEO with his comprehensive
“Thoughts on Hunting” speech,

•

John Ehlers for his “Pronghorn Reintroduction
Project Update”, and

•

Teddy Roosevelt (aka, Joe Wiegand) with his
message of “Hunters, the true conservationists”.

We’re already making plans for Auction ’16 and
we’re looking for volunteers to serve on the Auction
’16 Committee. Please send an e-mail to info@
sandiegosci.org if you’d like to join the team and play
a role in putting on our next gala.

July Dinner Meeting
P

lease join us on Friday, July 10, 2015 at 5:30pm
at the Bali Hai on Shelter Island for the San Diego
Chapter’s Annual dinner meeting. Guest speaker Mark
Jorgensen, former superintendent of Anza-Borrego
Desert State Park and an avid hunter, will talk about
the role that SCI, Desert Wildlife Unlimited, Wild
Sheep Foundation and other groups have played
in the conservation of sheep and will provide his

unique insights into sheep behavior. He’ll be offering
signed copies of his new book Desert Bighorn Sheep:
Wilderness Icon that is the most comprehensive
photographic work ever published on this iconic symbol
of the deserts of the southwest United States and
northern Mexico. You don’t want to miss this fantastic
presentation, so make your reservations online now.
We know you won’t want to miss this event!

Prizes for Drawing
2-Night Stay at Loews Resort

Friday, July 10, 2015

Drawing Tickets: $20 each or 6 for $100
and are available for sale at the dinner

Bali Hai Restaurant
2230 Shelter Island Drive
San Diego’s Shelter Island
5:30 pm Social Hour
6:30 pm Dinner
Tickets: $50 per person
Reservations:
Lyons & O’Haver Taxidermy
619-697-3217
or e-mail meetings@sandiegosci.org

The first winner drawn will have a choice of a
stay at either of the following Loews Resorts:
• Loews Hollywood Hotel
• Loews Ventana Canyon (Tucson, AZ)
The second winner drawn will receive a stay at
the remaining Loews not selected by the first
winner.
Contact Bob Smith at (619) 226-1164 or
rrsmith@cox.net for certificates for your stay.
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Arizona Archery Elk Hunt with Sundowner Guide Service continued
turkey (including Gould’s Turkey), antelope, elk and
predators. There is no one I have ever hunted with that
gives 100% effort every day--no let up with this guide
service!!

archery records qualifications for the Pope & Young
Club record book require a score of 260 or better and
Boone & Crockett require 375 or better. The scoring
system is exactly the same but lower requirements for
archery.

If you are looking for a big black bear and want a
shot at taking a seven footer, then these are your guys.
They have ranches in California, Mexico and Arizona
with a variety of game hunts. The Coues deer they
hunt is on a ranch a short drive from the Arizona
border into Mexico and has pretty exceptional Boone
& Crockett specimens--look at pictures on the website.

I chose Sundowner Guide Service in Show Low,
AZ. The previous owners, Gary Mendenhall and Joe
Rosania retired after 31 years as guides to become
teachers in Show Low. Joe’s son, Cody Rosania,
inherited the guide service and Cody was my primary
guide along with Rayne Rush and Larry Johnson,
both of whom were very instrumental in my success.
All three guides are very experienced and have over
60 years combined experience. All three guides are
experts in rifle, bow and muzzle loader hunts, are
serious hunters, and I consider them some of the best
in their fields. If you look at their website at www.
sundownerguideservice.com you will see the game
available and past hunt successes. They guide for
Coues deer, mule deer, bear, mountain lion, javelina,

I decided to go fully guided as I did not want to take
any chances on where to find the elk on a 14-day
archery hunt in an area I did not know nearly as well
as these guys. I had previously taken two bull elk with
my bow on “Drop Camp Hunts” with this outfit, one
6x6 that gross scored 278 and a 7x7 that gross scored
396. I paid $1500 for the drop camp hunt where you
furnish everything including packing out the elk.
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I drew back my 60 pound Bow Tech bow and held the
50 yard sight pin four inches low behind the shoulder.
The big 7x7 charged the 6x6 and ran him out of the
small opening; now the 7x7 was standing broadside in
the same small opening!

This hunt was $4500 fully guided seven days and
includes everything you would expect. It was well
worth every cent to go fully guided as they know how
to put you in a favorable position for an opportunity,
and I had been 100% successful on two previous hunts
with Sundowner Guide Service.

I was already drawn back and as I released the arrow
the big bull stepped forward toward the 6x6 who was
out of view. My guide said we should go back to camp
and have dinner and then return. In the excitement of
recovery you might run a wounded animal out of the
country and never find him. This is why you need an
experienced guide.

On the eighth day of the hunt toward evening, we were
chasing a big 7x7 bull that had seven cows with him.
I had a broadside shot at 55 yards and blew it. I shot
over his shoulders. We chased him another mile or so
to head him off as he was descending a cedar-lined
ridge with his cows and heading toward a canyon
below.

When we returned, we immediately found our wellearned big 7x7 bull. The arrow connected and the bull
was down within 80 yards of where I shot him. The
bull on this hunt was a 7x7 that gross scored 367.

As we rounded a bend, we saw a big 6x6 that would
score 350 plus. In a small opening, the 6x6 was
bugling up the hill at the 7x7 who was out of our sight.
This was a big bull and luckily standing broadside in
a 10 x 10 foot opening at 47 yards. I asked my guide
if he was a shooter and he quickly remarked “shoot
him”!!
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New Zealand Adventure
By Jim Conrad
I was the successful bidder on a 5-day New Zealand
red stag hunt that was generously donated by Duncan
Fraser of Cardrona Safaris for our Auction ’14
fundraising event. I booked the hunt for the first week
in April of 2015, invited my daughter Charlotte to
join me on the trip, and scheduled some sightseeing
and visiting with friends for the week before the
hunt. The pre-hunt activities allowed us to visit the
beautiful city of Wellington on North Island, as well
as the more rural town of Masterton, also on North
Island. I think that Wellington can best be described
as San Francisco in the Southern Hemisphere, with a
beautiful bay and even a cable car ride,
while Masterton is farming country
with more cattle and sheep than people.

into five parts; the zero adjusted, and then reassembled
using the ballistics guidelines that I had previously
downloaded and printed. I stupidly began this delicate
procedure while at the shooting bench which was
surrounded by fairly tall grass. You’ve probably
already guessed what happened next and my hunting
team (Johnny and Lucas) and I spent the next hour on
our hands and knees looking for a critical part that
had fallen to the ground. Johnny gets the credit for
finding the errant part and the scope reassembly was
finally completed, just as the sun was setting.

When we finished our North Island
travels we flew to Christchurch on
South Island and checked into The
George hotel. This gorgeous 5-star
boutique hotel survived the massive
2011 earthquake that devastated a
large portion of Christchurch and even
served as a base of operations for the
subsequent earthquake relief efforts.
Charlotte was to stay at the hotel while
I was off hunting at Mt. Cecil Station
in Timaru on South Island. A Billy
Idol concert was scheduled for that
week and Charlotte had purchased a
ticket. Even better, their entire band
was scheduled to also be staying at The
George so schmoozing opportunities
were on her list.
When I arrived at Cardrona Safaris my
first order of business was to sight test
my Browning 300 Win Mag on their
100 yard range. I was very disappointed
to learn that it was shooting 4’’ high
and 4” left, undoubtedly as a result
of the long trip and perhaps less
than careful baggage handling that it
had endured. The rifle scope was a
Swarovski Z6, 2.5 x 15 with a ballistic
turret and in order to adjust the zero,
the ballistic turret must be disassembled
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to show me more stag opportunities. I protested,
but to no avail. We failed to see any other stags that
afternoon or evening that compared with the one that
I had been forced to pass on and I’ll confess that I
wasn’t a very happy camper and at dinner that evening
I let Johnny know that I wanted to try to find the
stag that we had passed on the very next day and he
agreed.

On the morning of the first day of hunting we only
found three stags, but none were the type of trophy
deer that I was seeking. The late afternoon scouting
was much more productive though and we located
several nice stags, three of which were in a bachelor
group and all three were trophies in the 400+ SCI
class. Two of the stags were bedded down and the
third was moving about and had a large piece of brush
stuck in his antlers, but that didn’t seem to faze him
at all. All three were in a lowland area that had good
cover and flowing water.

The next morning we started hunting in the highlands
and then worked our way down to the same general
area where we saw the trophy stags the previous
afternoon. Johnny knew the landscape well and was
confident that he would be able to locate the stag that
I was looking for and it didn’t take him long to make
good on that promise. He setup the spotting scope and
we checked the stag carefully, to be sure that it was
indeed the one that I wanted. Satisfied that this was
the one that I had previously seen, we quickly setup

We glassed all three deer carefully and I decided that
one of the bedded stags was the one that I wanted,
given that he was a 13 x 13 with an atypical drop tine
on his left antler. As I was putting in my ear plugs
in preparation for making a stalk, Johnny asked me
what I was doing and I responded that I was getting
ready to go after the deer that I had selected. To my
astonishment, Johnny said “no”, because he wanted

Continued
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the shooting sticks and I squeezed off a shot
at 200 yards. The stag dropped instantly and
it was immediately clear that he wasn’t going
anywhere. After a round of picture taking
and field dressing we headed back for the
lodge and lunch.
Later that afternoon we headed back out to
try to locate a trophy fallow deer. While we
saw several does and a few bucks, we didn’t
find anything that was the quality that I was
looking to take. It wasn’t until the morning
of the second day that we spotted a nice buck
in nearly the same place that I had shot my
stag the previous day. He was very nervous
though and started to take off just as I was
ready to drop him and my first shot wasn’t
lethal. However, I managed to drop him on a
subsequent shot as he was running. This was
an especially nice trophy because we found
one of his antler sheds from the previous year
in the same area as the buck. The antler shed
was an identical match to one of his current
antlers.
The fourth day was foggy and it rained all
day so we didn’t leave the lodge. On the fifth
and final day of the hunt it was still foggy but
the rain had stopped so we went hunting for a ram.
It seems that 200-300 years ago the original New
Zealand settlers released some sheep that went feral
and today offers some challenging trophy hunting.
We’d already seen quite a few but always at great
distances. Today wasn’t any exception and now it was
even more of a challenge, as the fog rolled in and out.

had changed course and were now about 350 yards
away and moving still further away.
We decided that because of the fog situation that we
couldn’t close the distance on them and that we’d
either have to let them go or try for a long distance
shot. My first shot was a little high and the group
took off running fast. My second and third shots
also missed and now I needed to get an accurate
range from Johnny and then adjust the ballistic turret
accordingly. I asked Johnny for a range and he yelled
back ‘440 yards’. I dialed in the range and fired again.
This time the ram that I was shooting at dropped and
started rolling down the mountain and into a draw. We
took off to find the ram and after some time we finally
found him, and what a trophy ram he turned out to be.
He was bleeding slightly between his horns, obviously
the result of the earlier head banging contest.

We were sitting in a fog bank when we heard a loud
bang, like two big rocks being banged together.
Then another loud bang, followed by still another.
There were 15 bangs in total, as the fog began to lift
and that’s when we spotted three very nice rams on
a ridge, two of which were having a head banging
contest. The group was about 300 yards away and
based on the direction that they were heading, we
thought that they would eventually get to within 200250 yards of where we had setup. However, the fog
rolled in again and when it finally cleared the rams
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Columbia Blacktail Deer Hunt
By Wilt Williams
In June of 2014, one of my grandsons, Kyle Williams,
graduated from a university in Portland, Oregon. His
intentions to stay in school and do graduate work
limited the two of us getting together for a little fall
hunting.

day. Shooting an old reliable 7MM Remington Ruger
mag, I finally got my chance in the rain on the side
of a steep mountain just at first light. Oh yes, you do
need good rain gear on this hunt!
After observing quite a few animals, I was convinced
the deer we were hunting were a sub species of the
Northern California black tail. Seldom did most of
these Roseburg bucks weigh over 110–120 pounds,
with many being in the 90-110 range. The horns were
mostly a configuration of 3x3, not being out past the
ears on a shooter trophy buck. A 4x4 was considered
huge for this location but seldom observed or taken.
We both took 3x3s and felt damn lucky to do so. There
were two other hunters in camp and both took smaller
heads. The bucks looked much like Sitka black tail,
without all the throat patch markings but with a very
short Roman nose. Basically, a very shy small forest
animal.

I found an outfitter in Roseburg, Oregon, about four
hours south of Portland where we could hunt for
five days for Columbia black tail deer. The area was
close enough to his school that he would lose only a
minimum of classroom time.

David works very hard at practicing good conservation
on his properties by only taking trophy animals. He
also offers turkey, Roosevelt Elk and Coastal Black
Bear hunts. We saw all the former on our hunt. The
mission of the hunt had been accomplished when Kyle
got his deer, but the fact that I also connected made
this hunt special for the two of us.
The name of the company was Western
Oregon Outfitter run and owned by David
Trinchero (dtrinchero@aol.com). David
offered first-class hunting from a lodge on
one of his ranches in the heart of black tail
country. The hunting was spot and stalk
in open and clear cut forest terrain.

*Note: Kyle’s father,
Kenneth, was the 2002
recipient of the SCI Spirit
of Courage Award. He
passed on in 2004 after
a long battle with cancer.
In his memory, the San
Diego Chapter established
the Kenneth Williams
Educational Fund. Since
its inception, this 501c-3 fund has sponsored
students annually to the
SCI American Wildlife
Leadership School
(AWLS) Summer Program
at Granite Ranch, Jackson,
Wyoming. During
their one-week session,
students gain a greater
understanding of the
outdoors and the role of
the hunter.

Kyle and I arrived in camp on 10-31-14 to
begin our hunt, which was the last week
of the rut. I had never hunted this subspecies of deer so I was as excited as my
grandson. You would have thought it was
my first deer hunt! I didn’t sleep much that
first night.
At dawn the next morning, within ten
minutes after reaching the hunting area,
Kyle filled his tag! Was this a fluke of
hunting luck or an easy hunt? He made a
great 175-yard shot with his late father’s
.270, so the pressure was off. I, on the
other hand, put in the “R’s” and did not
connect until the morning of the fourth
9

Coues Deer – South of the Border
By Bud Green
“The deer is behind the dead oak tree, bedded down
between the two yuccas,” whispered Evan. He had
located the deer and was earnestly trying to help me
see it too. I scanned the hillside with my binoculars.
Evan, my guide pointed with his right index finger as
he looked through his powerful binoculars. “There,
do you see him now?” he asked. “No.” My voice had
a weak and anxious tone. Evan repeated “bedded
down, behind the oak, next to the tall yellow grass
highlighted by the sun. Back in the shade you can just
make out his black eye and black nose, and some of
his antlers. The deer is right behind the third trunk of
the dead oak, maybe 30 feet below the ridge line. You
can’t miss him. (I’m thinking –‘sure I can’- as Evan
continues) He’s a nice one. Look left of the big rock.” I
saw all the stuff he was telling me, except the deer.

of Northern Sonora. I ranged the Coues at 271 yards
across the canyon. I looked around the area where we
were standing for some kind of shooting rest. All the
area offered for support was rocks the size of basket
balls. I had to make do. We improvised using Evan’s
backpack, my jacket and his. I got as comfortable as
possible given the circumstances and we all waited
for the deer to stand up. Minutes passed like hours…I
checked my rifle scope and viewed the area where the
deer was located. Evan encouraged me to stay at the
ready! So I did.
Mark Rowan, Jeromy Burnitz and I hunted Rancho
La Bellota, the Acorn Ranch, a 10,000 acre working
cattle ranch near the city of Magdalena de Kino, at an
elevation of 4,200 feet in Sonora, Mexico. We were
guided on this occasion by Mario Guisto and Evan
Fretz of Borderland Adventures. The January weather
conditions were perfect and at night we were covered
by a blanket of bright white stars.

Jesus, the ranch foreman who helped us spot deer,
gave me all the same descriptions and instructions
Evan had in Spanish. Neither English nor Spanish
worked. I needed a third language. Just at that moment
the deer materialized precisely where they had said
– bedded, shrouded and safely hidden. “Yeah, yeah I
got him!” I stared at him, fixed on all I could absorb.
“Holy cow he’s a big one...” I muttered.

The live oak trees and general plant life on the Acorn
Ranch reflected the benefits of abundant rain fall.
The soil was moist and the stock ponds full of water.
The 335 head of cows on the property enjoyed the
new green grasses. They were fat. I was told Sonoran
beef is excellent, and often imported into America.
We entered “old” Mexico through the port of Sasabe.
It’s a three building sleepy border town on the USA
side, population eleven, that you will not find on many
maps. Go ahead and Google it. The Mexican side of
the Sasabe pueblo was sad and impoverished. Entry
into the State of Sonora was easy, gun permits were
checked, and we were on our way to the ranch after a
few stops including street tacos in Magdalena. By the
way, the carne asada tacos were delicious. We exited
Mexico seven days later through the port of Nogales,
Arizona. That’s a knotty yarn for another time.

I was so relieved to finally see this Coues deer again.
We had spotted him early that morning. It was now
three hours later. The sun was warming us. I took
off my jacket and placed it next to my rifle. It was day
five of the hunt and this was my first opportunity to
chamber a round.
We had seen many deer in five days of hunting,
frequently seeing does. None of the bucks we saw
were quite what we were looking for until that
morning. Evan and I did get a glimpse of a giant buck
for perhaps 90 seconds as daylight vanished on the
third evening at the southern end of the ranch. It was
just long enough to get your heart pounding, then
nothing. We went back the next day where we had
lost sight of that big boy but never saw the deer again.
Disappointment lingered, until now.

Each day we enjoyed a hearty breakfast with “paper
towel” filtered coffee before heading out in the predawn darkness for hours of glassing the countryside
for Venados Grandes, big bucks, in English. The
accommodations were comfortable, nothing special.
The beds set about like a bunk house. After all it is
a cattle ranch, rancho de vaca. We had our choice of
an indoor or outdoor bathroom. The hot water for the

There was a westerly breeze bringing with it the
scents of ocotillos, cactus, oaks, mesquite and the
landscape of the rosy colored and rocky tattered hills
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stepped up to the “plate and swung and missed.”
That’s baseball speak for “he shot and missed on the
first pull of the trigger.” On the next pull he made
deadly contact and “hit one out of the park” and took
home a very nice 93-inch Coues deer. That night for
dinner we had peppered venison, grilled vegetables
and black beans. Jeromy continued to hunt each day
for javelina and mountain lion (cougar) and maybe a
second deer. Tags were available if we wanted them.
There is no charge for the cougar. Jesus has killed 103
lions over the last decade.

outdoor shower and sink was heated by a wood fire
burning under a seven gallon tank. Primitive? No.
Inventive? Yes. It worked. I used both but showered
indoors. The indoor bath had a propane hot water
heater. Solar panels and a diesel generator provided
sources of electrical power for lighting. An old
O’Keeffe and Merritt stove in the kitchen was used
for cooking. The ranch house walls were decorated
with cowboy art and family photographs. Bridles
and hats hung on hooks made from spurs. The meals
prepared by chefs Mario and Evan were flavorful and
filling. They could spot deer at 1,200 yards during the
day, scoring each as a potential trophy and then fix a
pork tenderloin dinner in the evening, very impressive
talents. They’re genuine and downright good people.
Mario and Evan are enthusiastic hunting guides
because they relish the aspects of the hunt and treasure
the adventure.

Mark Rowan informed us he played baseball too; he
was the catcher for the 1988 UC Irvine Aardvarks.
Not quite the Brewers big show line up, or playing in
the All Star game with Tony Gwynn. Anyway, Mark
on day two of the hunt, fired a rapid volley of 3 shots
emptying his gun in the general direction of a monster
buck. Who really knows how big? The first shot was
from 63 yards; too high according to Mario, the next
at 125; Mario says ‘too low’, and a third at 170 yards
with no reference point. All three failed to hit the
target. That night Mark explained his actions in detail,
of how he flubbed and flat out missed this animal.
Each time the story ended the same – he missed. It got
funnier the more times he spun the tale of woe and we

Jeromy had hunted with Mario on previous outings for
elk, mule and Coues deer. This was Mark’s and my
first time with Borderland Adventures and pursuing
the petite deer of the desert southwest. The diminutive
whitetail is difficult to spot in cover for the untrained
eye. On the first day of the hunt Jeromy, our retired
MLB right fielder who played for several teams
including the Milwaukee Brewers in his 14 seasons,

Continued
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the hillsides for deer. But in the end it was worth the
effort and time, a challenge of persistence that was
rewarded. If you are going to hunt these small deer
successfully I believe you need three things: excellent
optics, a veteran Coues deer guide, and patience. We
were by some measure lucky. All three of us took
great Coues deer first time out on this ranch. Not
everybody does that. The group before us was shut
out.

all laughed with him. I believe we can relate as we
had done the same ourselves at some time. Undaunted
by this mishap and embarrassment, Mark laced up
his boots and hopped into the truck the next morning
determined to improve his shooting average. He went
0 for 3 - striking out big time. Sorry, more baseball
speak.
Mark found success and redemption a few days
later. This time he knocked down a great Coues deer
specimen. We thought it would measure about the
same as Jeromy’s but its shape and points were totally
different.

SONORA MEXICO JANUARY 2015
This story is dedicated to my friend Bob Feffer
1930-2014, who charmed us with his stories
and his life.

He and Jeromy both used 257 Weatherby Magnum
caliber rifles. Jeromy had a Leupold scope fitted with
turrets. This feature can eliminate the guess work on
bullet drop for the long range shots that can occur
while hunting Coues. Mark’s rifle scope and mine do
not have turrets. I brought my old Remington model
721 in 7mm x 61 S&H. It is Europe’s 7mm Remington
Magnum equivalent. I had it zeroed at 300 yards for
this hunt. It’s a good shooter.

Membership Report
T

he April 2015 Membership additions were
buoyed by a very successful auction event. The
April additions totaled 52 new members, of
which 50 were added at this year’s auction. A
very favorable offer, which included $100 in
drawing tickets, as well one year membership
in both National and San Diego SCI Chapter
at a much reduced price of only $50, brought
heavy traffic to the membership desk. There is
currently a membership drive underway which
would cost new members only $60 instead of
the usual $90, but this was further sweetened
by a further discount of $10, and $100 of
drawing tickets added to boot. We welcome
all of the new SCI members to the San Diego
chapter of SCI!

Oh yeah, that Coues deer hidden behind the old dead
oak tree, the one that took me forever to see with my
own eyes, the one shrouded from normal sight. The
one left of the big rock finally stood up and when he
did died straight away of a single well placed shot.
That old Remington is a good shooter.
I spent about 34 hours glassing though my binocular
mounted to a tripod on this adventure. We moved from
place to place all over the ranch; an hour here, two
hours over there. We did not hike very much. By that I
mean long distances. Mostly we walked to areas where
we could see out 800 to 1,800 yards and beyond.
We would go to or near the highest vantage point
overlooking valleys, canyons and hillsides. I strongly
advise the tripod mounted binoculars. The stability
allows for greater clarity and resolution, and your arms
don’t get tired. You just see better compared to hand
held. After hours of sitting and glassing I was often
bored to tears. I told Evan during day three, “I am
okay if I don’t take a deer this trip.” I wonder if I was
really honest about that statement. There were times
I would watch a soaring hawk instead of inspecting

Respectfully submitted,
Jack Hawley, Membership Chair
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Mentoring Our Chapters Youth
By Mike Barry
Over the past several months, I have had the
opportunity to continue my passion of teaching future
sportsmen and women. Starting this past August, our
Chapters PRIDE hunter safety program graduated
several new hunters. At last years auction, Megan
Garrison purchased the youth hunt I donated for the
Big Horn Canyon Ranch. This hunt package includes
guiding, trophy fee and taxidermy for one head mount
for exotic goat or sheep. I was excited when
Megan contacted me to book the hunt last
December for their daughter Savannah,
age seven. She expressed interest in a black
Hawaiian ram. On the day of the hunt, I
arrived early and scouted available animals
and located a nice ram that would fulfill her
request. When Megan and Savannah arrived
I told her I found a nice animal. But first I
wanted to take her to the practice range to
make sure of her knowledge of her .223 and
shooting skills. After a few adjustments she
was putting nice groups on the target.

ram. We found him but unfortunately he had moved
all the way down to the lower end of the property and
we had to hike down to get him. During our final stalk
the ram bedded down enabling us to take our time
getting to within 50 yards. The terrain is very steep
and we partly slid down the slope to get into shooting
position. I got Savannah up on the tripod and looking
through the scope. The ram would not stand up, so I
coached her to find a light patch of hair I wanted her

The hunt is a walk in. While we headed to
the first glassing spot, I gave her a quick
anatomy lesson. We started looking for the

to aim at. She started getting a
bit nervous and she said she was
getting “wiggly”. We took a
break, sat down and I told her
all hunters including myself get
“ wiggly” and experience helps
us deal with the “wiggles”. I got
her back up on the scope and
said to breathe slow, hold your
breath and squeeze the trigger.
The gun went off and she hit the
ram hard but a bit far back. We
got a little closer and she was
able to put a perfect second shot
and finish the ram.

Continued
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Savannah, Megan and I were
extremely excited to have
harvested her first big game
animal. After many pictures,
the ranch workers drove down
and picked us up. Savannah
helped a little bit in skinning and
quartering her animal.
The second youth hunt I took
part in was January 31st for the
California State Jr. Waterfowl
Season. “The Branches Hunting
Club” in Imperial Valley has
through the years invited
graduates of our Chapters PRIDE
program to enjoy real waterfowl
hunting. I invited chapter member
Grant Stencil and his two boys
Ashton and Hunter. These two
boys shot great, both taking
seven bird limits including
shovelers, pintails and widgeon.
Also hunting another blind was
Spencer Earp who took our
PRIDE class last August. He took
two pintails and a mallard.
Sharing all these kids’
experiences and seeing their sense
of accomplishments, I realize
we all must double our efforts
to protect their right to hunt for
generations to come.
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Youth Turkey Hunt
By Steve Turigliatto
After not getting a bird yesterday and being so close, I
started out this morning with high expectations for my
youth hunter Victor. We weren’t disappointed, the fly
down was about the same as yesterday but what was
different was the lack of traffic and humans nearby.
It was very quiet and about an hour after fly down
I got a tom gobbling back from my box call. I hit
him one more time on the box call and once on the
diaphragm. The gobbles were getting closer and now
it was up to him. Ten minutes go by and I told Vic
not to move because they could come
in very silent. I had no sooner said that
when I saw the top of a big fan coming
out of the river bottom and what was
even better was when the second fan
was spotted. The two big boys couldn’t
get to the jake decoy fast enough.
Vic’s gun was still down low but I
told him we had plenty of time as they
started circling and hitting the poor
DSD jake and jumping on the hen
decoys. He raised his gun and I told him
to be patient and when they separate
take the bigger of the two.
Well, as the smaller of the two
came out of strut he fired. Victor
had dropped the small one but
no problem. It was a beautiful
gobbler, 19 1/2 lbs, 8 1/2” beard,
and 3/4” spurs. Like I said, it never
gets old. I think I was shaking as
bad as Victor. lol
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Wrap-Up of Auction ’15
By Bob Smith, Auction ’15 Chair
Well, our Auction ’15 has come and gone! From the feedback
I received, everyone had a great time. Thanks to the generosity
of our guests, we raised enough funds to support our Chapter’s
conservation, education and humanitarian projects for the next
year, many of which are periodically described in issues of the
Trophy Times. We raised an additional $9,750 that is dedicated for
our Chapter’s Pronghorn Project. This is our Chapter’s primary
wildlife conservation project, with the goal of re-introducing
pronghorns into their historical range in Southern California.
This is the first time we held the event at Loews Coronado Bay
Resort, and the first time we encouraged our guests to make this
a weekend event. As those of you who attended know, the 5-star
Loews Coronado is an elegant venue set on the edge of San Diego
Bay. The venue helped set the stage for a top notch event. Thanks
to Loews’ great weekend rate for SCI, 72 guests stayed overnight
at the Resort, and 52 of them spent the weekend at the Resort. The
weekend started with a Welcome Reception Friday evening for our
exhibitors, Metals Club members and weekend resort guests. We
had great appetizers, wine, microbrewery
beer and tequila tasting and a sit-down
meal with a carving station, mac-andcheese with exotic toppings, and a variety
of desserts.

The Saturday evening event included visiting with friends
and exhibitors, listening to the band, a fine banquet meal
featuring bison short ribs, and of course plenty of time
to stuff drawing boxes and plan auction strategies. We
had our usual fine assortment of auction and drawing
items, thanks to the generous donations from many of our
members, exhibitors, and the Loews staff and family of
resorts.
There are many people to thank for making this event a
success, and it is only because of the hard work of those
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putting the Auction together that the
event was a great experience for our
members and guests. Special thanks
go to our Auction ’15 Committee
members, the staff of Loews Coronado,
and the volunteers who did the “heavy
lifting” the night of the Auction. The
Auction Committee participated in
monthly planning meetings for eight
months and spent innumerable hours
between meetings on the various action
items assigned. The Loews staff was
professional, supportive and efficient.
Without their dedicated efforts, this
would not have been the gala event that
our attendees enjoyed.
The volunteers who worked the night of the
event made everything run smoothly. Their
effort ensured our members and guests had an
enjoyable evening. Please understand that these
folks are not hired help, but are fellow members
of our Chapter. In future Auctions, I hope more
of our members will step forward to volunteer
so that the same small cadre of volunteers do not
have to spend a majority of their time working
instead of enjoying the party.
We signed up 50 new SCI members at the
Auction. We thank you and hope you will enjoy
the publications you will be receiving, such as
the Trophy Times and Safari Magazine, and
that you will take time to read them. We
also encourage you to participate in the
many activities we have throughout the
year so you can begin to meet the other
members of our Chapter. By getting
involved and learning more about SCI
and our Chapter, we are confident you
will appreciate all the fine work we do
for wildlife conservation and hunters,
and will become life-long members.
Thanks to all of you who attended.
Your cooperation, positive attitudes and
obvious enjoyment of the Auction make
all the work that went into it worthwhile.
If you missed this year’s event, make it
a point to attend next year. We intend to
make this event even better next year,
and I promise you won’t be disappointed.
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Auction ’15 Presentation
“Thoughts on Hunting”
By Phil DeLone, Chief Executive Officer
of Safari Club International
March - 2015
Good Evening Hunters and SCI Members – many
thanks for having me here as your guest and for the very
warm welcome.

Food - Meat is protein and necessary for survival and
health.
Man needed Safety and defense from dangerous
predators.
Early man used animal substances in medicines, and for
tools and clothing.

Tonight I’m going to speak to you about hunting, SCI’s
recent successes and a quick look at things that lie
ahead.

Hunting Proved Courage & Strength. In Africa, tribes
have long sent boys out to kill a buffalo or lion to prove
bravery and to celebrate the transition to manhood.

With last November’s elections, control of both houses
of Congress is now back in the hands of Republicans –
who are historically friendly to hunters and the shooting
sports.

Lastly meat was power, and meat could be bartered.
Ancestral man hunted as a passion and ritual…just look
at the famous 35,000 year old cave paintings in Chauvet
(sha-voe), France, or the 400,000 year old hunting spears
found in German caves (an old mine, near Hanover).

Of the 150 political races SCI supported last fall, we had
a 93% success rate. That should make you feel pretty
darn good.
Our two Political Action Committees, the Hunter Action
Fund and SCI-PAC, spent one-million dollars on those
races and as a member of SCI you should be proud that
your Safari Club PAC’s in Washington, DC are two of
the most respected, and well- funded from the outdoor
industry.

Today, hundreds of thousands of years later, you can
break hunting into four modern distinctions:
There is culturally driven Traditional Hunting;
examples would be North American Eskimos hunting
seals on the ice, or the Masai of Africa with their long
spears.

In Michigan, we soundly defeated the Humane Society
of the United States who had organized a state-wide
Ballot Initiative, designed and cleverly veiled to end
hunting and our Freedoms in that State. HSUS lost, and
lost hard. It cost SCI a lot of time, a lot of energy and a
lot of money. But we did win.

There are the meat hunters, the Resident Local
Hunters, hunting for sustenance.
There is Culling & Animal Control; this is hunting of
animals because there are too many, in too small a place.
And lastly, there is what we do as members of SCI – we
are Sport Hunters…we are today’s modern HUNTERS.

We have more political success stories that I’ll talk to
you about later.

A good Hunter never takes animals indiscriminately.

To understand where we’re going, sometimes we must
look back where we came from. I’m going to take you
there for a few minutes.

All over the World, Hunting is controlled by a system of
science-based quotas managed by environmental experts
in the world’s Wildlife Authorities and Departments of
Fish and Game.

If you were a school kid growing up in California in
the 60’s and 70’s, like I was, you know that the earliest
known remains of our ancestors, and of early hunters,
were found by the preeminent anthropologist Dr. Louis
Leakey at Oldavai Gorge in Tanzania in the 1950s.

Yearly, hunting game quotas are based on scientific data
from species distribution, natural breeding histories,
population estimates, and census of wildlife.
Game Quotas today are also under the rule of
international treaties such as CITES – the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species. CITES also
regulates the legal global traffic of wildlife.

In 1952, the Leakey’s discovered a site they named the
“Olduwan Slaughter House” which provides evidence
that early humans (Homo habilis, a predecessor of
Homo sapiens) conducted organized habitual hunting at
least 1.8 million years ago.

Here in the USA, Hunters and wildlife are also subject to
provisions of the United States Endangered Species Act signed into law in 1973 by President Richard Nixon.

Why is this important? Hunting is in our DNA – it
has been there since the beginning. It is a primal
part of who we are as human beings. As humans, we
have always been connected to hunting.

Are the laws and treaties we have workable?
Are these institutions and systems sound?

Reasons for hunting by our ancestors included:
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Is the freedom to hunt being protected for future
generations?

meaning NO DOCUMENTED SCIENTIFIC or
SUBSTANTIATED EVIDENCE AT ALL!

The answer is both YES & NO.

This should concern you. Even though you might not
ever hunt elephants, the fact that the USFWS can be so
high handed and arbitrary with rules, without public
comment, is not a hallmark of a free democratic society.

Why you might ask?
Because there are many challenges going forward
facing our industry and the sport we love, and
some of these challenges are not readily visible or
discussed. That is why I’m here speaking with you
tonight.

On the ground and in the field, there exists Insecurity
of Investment: Some foreign governments are so poorly
run, and so corrupt that often a business owner can lose
his investment in a hunting or safari business and lose an
expensive concession area too, because of dysfunctional
governmental agencies and/or corrupt officials.

One challenge obviously is Politics, at the Local, State,
Federal & International level: The recent Michigan
Ballot Initiative discussed earlier is a prime example and
more of these hostile State Initiatives will happen in the
future – possibly even here.

The recent closure and subsequent mismanagement of
19 hunting concessions in Zambia would be a perfect
example.

Hunting and Wildlife’s stakeholders today can be their
own worst enemy, because, arguably very few really
understand conservation and hunting and how they fit
together – and where this belongs in our modern, busy
and crowded society.

Trouble can come from High Expectations from
Unpredictable Communities: Primarily an African
problem, but might be a problem in Alaska and Canada
soon – where local native rural populations share, or
want a share – in the income from Hunting.

Another issue is a lack of unity amongst different
groups.

The practice is very sound, and controls illegal poaching
by placing more local value on wildlife, but the native
local communities can often disagree with central
governments, NGO’s and the for-profit, typically nonnative, hunting operators.

NGO’s can bicker with each other.
The lobbyists we hire can disagree with others.
The US Government’s opinions on wildlife can differ
from those of Foreign Governments.

Let’s not forget Dangerous Diseases, like Ebola that
according to published South African facts and statistics,
the Media’s recent global Ebola Hysteria caused
in South Africa alone a 40% drop in future tourist
bookings from the United States, a 90% decline in
tourism from China and a 20% loss of customers from
Western Europe – all in a few short months.

Non-Hunters point at Hunters.
Anti-hunting Crazies foam at Sportsmen.
Professional Hunting Organizations can disagree with
each other.

In numerical terms this was a loss of over 270,000
tourists not visiting South Africa in the short term and
has yet to recover (Source: David Frost).

The daily scenarios are endless, consume lots of time
and money, and can be occasionally futile at the end of
the day. But, there is plenty of hope, and much of the
system does work in the end.

And yet, not one case of Ebola has been reported in
South Africa, and the hot zone of Sierra Leone, Liberia
and Guinea is 2,700 miles away.

Conservation Organizations themselves can get in
the way – The scientists at CITES, IUCN (International
Union for the Conservation of Nature), the U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service, World Wildlife Fund and the Humane
Society of the United States all have their own scientific
opinions, and not all of that science is sound or helps
wildlife.

This demonstrates the impact and power of bad press.
Overseas, instability in the hunting industry is also
subject to Terrorism & Wars – nobody really talks
about this one:
The murderous Sunni Islamic Fundamentalists’,
Boko Haram, are now attacking people in northern
Cameroon…a popular country to go on Safari. In
December, 1,000 Islamic fighters attacked five towns

More complications come from Unfriendly &
Unworkable Rules & Legislation: The USFWS service
recently issued a rule, closing the importation of legal
elephant trophies into the USA from both Tanzania
and Zimbabwe based in part on anecdotal evidence…

Continued
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$600,000.00 a MONTH from ivory poaching.

in Cameroon until the military pushed them back into
Nigeria.

Lord’s Resistance Army and Boko Haram also earn
income from poaching.

Hard fighting and border conflicts continue. Hunters still
go to the southern region, but it’s a guarded risk.

Sport Hunters are not the problem – far from it!

A couple of weeks ago on or about March 9th, Boko
Haram publically pledged their alliance and allegiance
to ISIS – it might get worse, before better.

How will these species survive the poacher’s slaughter?
Deloitte International Consulting in South Africa has
now uncovered and reported distinct links between
wildlife, drug and human traffickers – their criminal
triads are today one and the same. These professional
criminal gangs move all three – humans, narcotics and
illegal wildlife products. They are dangerous, organized,
very well-funded, and globally connected and protected.

Historically, The Central African Republic (the
“C.A.R.”) is a popular hunting destination for Bongo and
other forest antelopes.
They’re now having another bloody episode in their long
sporadic civil war that has caused many dead, 10,000
homes burned, and over 200,000 people displaced and
on the move.

Trafficking in endangered species is the fourth largest
illegal business in the world…only drugs, weapons and
human trafficking are bigger.

And yet you rarely hear of this in the news.
The safari business in northern C.A.R. is virtually done,
finished and closed for the time being, with only the
south hosting a few hunting trips.

Fortunately there are successes. Black Rhino in Namibia
are being spread out, in small groups, onto large
rural ranches as a defense against poaching, making
them very hard for poachers to find. It is illegal to fly
over a game ranch hosting Rhino in Namibia with an
unannounced or unidentifiable aircraft. The police
authorities and military take decisive action against
violators.

Let’s not forget Poaching: The average price of Rhino
Horn on the illegal black market is now $35,000.00 $85,000.00 US dollars per pound. That’s as much as
$5,300.00 per ounce, making horn by weight more
valuable than gold or cocaine.

We must also talk about Population Growth. This is
the least addressed or understood threat to the future of
wildlife and our sport.

It is said that a Rhino carries a quarter-of-a-million
dollars – on his nose.
South Africa lost 1,020 White Rhino in 2014 alone,
from a country-wide population of approximately 20,000
White Rhino, all protected behind high fence, to illegal
poaching…outpacing the Rhino’s population birthrate
there.

In 1974, there were 4 Billion persons on earth. In 2011,
the world’s population blew past 7 billion.
The latest United Nations projections suggest the world
will host 9.6 Billion in 35 years and 12.3 billion persons
by 2100; 85 years from today.

Need I say more about poaching, unless you want to talk
elephants too?

The United Nations Food & Agriculture Organization
reports in Newsweek Magazine (Dec 26, 2014, page 34)
that by 2050 to feed 9 Billion, the world must increase
its global food production by an average of 60%, or risk
serious food shortages that could bring social unrest and
civil wars.

One elephant in Africa is illegally poached and killed
every 15 minutes, 96 per day…nearly 35,000 animals
illegally poached a year.
Some say Elephants in the wild could be extinct in as
little as 11 years if nothing is done – as hunters, let’s do
something!

For comparison, global wheat and rice production have
grown at a rate of less than 1% for the past twenty years
(Newsweek, page 34, Dec. 26, 2014).

In 2013, Hunters only took a total of 140* legal elephant
the entire year out of all of Africa, and spent MILLIONS
in rural communities and on anti-poaching patrols!
* 35 elephant taken in Tanzania in 2013. 15 in South Africa.
15 in Namibia and 75 in Zimbabwe.

The population think-tank, Too Much Too Many,
reported last November (2014) some interesting statistics
on just Africa, where a lot of the future population
growth will be:

The Islamic terror group Al Shabaab, who murdered 67
people at Nairobi’s Westgate Mall earns an estimated

In Africa, in 1950 there were only 250 million people
living on the entire continent.
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Stay active in SCI, for there has never been a better time
in the Club’s history – that you’re needed more. If you’re
not a member of SCI, become one – tonight. Join this
San Diego Chapter TONIGHT!

In 2000 Africa blasted past 1 Billion.
35 years from today there will be 2 Billion.
In eighty-five years there will be 4 Billion.
A good example is the country of Ethiopia, home to
the prized Mountain Nyala that we in SCI love to hunt.
There, nearly 70% of the country’s 96 million people
are age 17 or under. The average family boasts seven
children.

Become a spokesman for your sport! Speak about
hunting and conservation with people you know, with
your colleagues, friends, family and others. Get and be
informed and involved!
Take young people hunting!
Take them out to the shooting range!
Start by just taking them camping!
Today’s youth are tomorrow’s California hunters, and,
more importantly, tomorrow’s California voters.

What is my point? If nothing is done about the
surge in population growth, all of the work we fret
and toil over today on wildlife conservation will be
meaningless. The excessive human population growth
will exacerbate all environmental & socio-economic
challenges facing the African continent, and perhaps
elsewhere too.

Give generously to our Political Action Committees,
SCI-PAC and the Hunter Action Fund! Your political
voice will be heard.

Ask yourself how we will feed up to four billion people
in Africa and 12.3 Billion globally? How will mankind
control this staggering population growth?

In closing, be proud of SCI.
In this State, your California Chapters and SCI are suing
the State of California right now to legalize the transport
and ownership of Mountain Lion trophies legally
taken elsewhere, such as Nevada, Montana, Canada
or somewhere else. SCI will keep you posted as these
efforts unfold.

To feed all of these people, there will be additional
pressure for farming, agriculture and livestock in
Africa, and all three compete with wildlife and are an
example of the classic Human vs. Wildlife conflict.
Have you had enough? Enough facts and figures for one
night? It’s probably time for me to sit down and be quiet.

SCI is working hard on a change in the USFWS rule –
to again allow legal quotas of elephant trophies back in
from Zimbabwe.

What I’ve described tonight is only a brief GLOBAL
snapshot of some of the challenges faced daily in the
Hunters’ world.

SCI has been recently successful in defeating HSUS in
their attempt to curtail black bear hunting in New Jersey
and Maine.

I’ve spoken about these challenges to make people think
and to start a conversation.

We were successful in court in February and defeated
HSUS in their attempt to outlaw hunting of private herds
of Scimitar Horned Oryx in several southwestern States.

There are many successes too.
Man is resilient and Hunters are also. I personally
believe hunting has a remarkable and bright future.

If hunters like you join together with a common voice,
and your checkbook too, we will be successful in our
battles to keep our sport.

The future of our sport will be led by some of you in
this room. You are the ones who must care and who will
make the difference.

SCI TAKES CARE OF HUNTERS and HUNTERS
RIGHTS – THAT’S WHAT WE DO!

Just look at your successes here with the reintroduction
of Wild Turkey and Pronghorn Antelope to Southern
California. All of you should be proud of your Chapter’s
accomplishments.

Many thanks for your time tonight, many thanks for
being an SCI member, and enjoy the auction.

Before I sit down, ask yourself what you can do to help
the future of wildlife conservation and hunting – as
one cannot exist without the other, and they are forever
interlinked.
My answer to you is in four simple rules:
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Musings About Hunting
By Hubert von der Beeck
Part III - Why Do We Hunt?
Before we can explore the question “why do we
hunt”, we need to work toward a definition of hunting.
Today’s hunting is mostly for sport. But there is also
the purely utilitarian form of hunting which Paleolithic
man did and what the poacher has done throughout the
ages. This type of utilitarian hunting is no less hunting
than is the sporting type.

avoid and what not to avoid. Man, on the other hand,
can and must dedicate himself to living – which is
to say that he must hand over his life, or parts of it,
deliberately to specific occupations. As Jose Ortega
y Gasset points out, “dedication is the privilege
and torment of our species”. And dedicated we are.
Throughout universal history up to the present, there
always have been men and women who dedicated
themselves to hunting out of pleasure, will, or
affection. Dedication, filling out one’s life – is that why
we hunt?

Looking back in history we find that the characteristics
of hunting have hardly changed since ancient times.
The marvelous hunting scenes painted onto the cave
walls in southern France more than 20,000 years ago
do not differ in any important way from photographs
of a hunting party on safari in Africa today. Only the
weapons are different which then were bow & arrow
while today it is the rifle.

Maybe we hunt to achieve happiness. For the great
Greek philosopher Aristotle, happiness always clearly
consisted in an act, in an energetic effort. And a good
hunter’s way of hunting is a hard job which demands
much from man i.e. he must keep himself fit, face
extreme fatigue, accept danger. It also involves a
complete code of ethics which must be adhere to in
the greatest solitude, with no witnesses or audience
other than the sharp peaks of mountains, the roaming
cloud, the green forest, the waving grass, or the passing
animal.

Hunting changed from necessity to sport after man
domesticated wild animals, started agriculture, and
lived in permanent settlements. And since then, as
the weapon became more and more effective, man
imposed more and more limitations on himself in order
to make it fair for the animal and to give it a chance
to escape. If man would not impose those restrictions,
i.e. hunting seasons, bag limits, trophy restriction, no
automatic weapons and more, then the relationship
between prey and hunter would be excessively unequal
and destroy the essential character of the hunt,
transforming it into pure killing and destruction.

The Spanish philosopher Jose Ortega y Gasset
observed that “The life that we are given has its
minutes numbered, and in addition it is given to us
empty. Whether we like it or not we have to fill it on
our own; that is, we have to fill it one way or another.”
Now, as everybody knows, a major part of life consists
of obligatory occupations or work, chores which most
people would never do out of choice. But activities like
sport hunting, which we choose freely, for the pure
enjoyment of it, is total happiness while work is an
obligatory effort made with an eye to the profit.
Happiness - is that why we hunt?

But back to “why we hunt”. Maybe we use hunting
as a means of diversion. Diverting ourselves from
modern times, to escape for a moment from our real
world to another one which is not ours, to separate
oneself temporarily from what one usually is or does,
to change our usual personality for another.

Final note: The most appreciated, enjoyable occupation
for the normal man has always been hunting. This is
what kings and nobles have preferred to do. That’s
what we do. And that’s why in all revolutions, the
first thing that the “people” have done was to jump
over the fences of the preserves and in the name of
social justice pursue the hare and the partridge. But
how ironic especially when considering that the press
and revolutionary agitators always demonized sport
hunting as the pastime of the “rich and noble” and
used it to increase resentment and hate?

In many ways our present day life with its modern
technology, conveniences, tools and gadgets is
relatively free of hardship, free of risk, not requiring
great physical effort nor a great deal of concentration.
But the occupation of hunting, as carried out by a good
hunter, involves precisely all of those things. Diversion
– is that why we hunt?
Or do we hunt to fill out our lives, to be occupied?
We need to work, unlike other living beings which
simply live. The animal is not only given life but also
an invariable repertory of conduct. Without its own
intervention, its instincts have already decided what to

To be continued…
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Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors

NWTF, founded in 1973, is a non-profit conservation and educational
organization dedicated to conserving wild turkeys and other game
animals and preserving hunting traditions.
Website: http://www.sandiegoturkey.com/

NWTF San Diego Events Schedule
Date

Time

Event

Sat. May 30

4-10pm

NWTF San Diego Chapter
Annual Banquet

Sat. June 27

9am-2pm

“Jakes Day at the Range”

October

9am-2pm

Fall Turkey Tune-Up
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Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors

Lowest prices for international travel
Includes evacuation and
medical coverage
Trip cancellation plans
available

Lowest prices for USA and
international travel
Includes evacuation and
medical coverage
Trip cancellation plans
available

APPLY FOR ANY PLAN
OR VIEW BENEFITS
ONLINE AT:
SAFARIGLOBALTRAVEL.COM

SAFARI
GLOBAL
TRAVEL
Email: info@drinsure.com
Dawson & Associates
Bob Dawson

Evacuation Only Travel Plans
USA and International Plans

Evacuation Only Travel Plans
USA and International Plans
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Safari Club Life Member

Phone (619) 460-5615

Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors

We are Adobe Animal Hospital,
a state-of-the-art veterinary facility located
in Ramona, California. Staffed with three
outstanding doctors and a staff of
professionals who take great pride in
the care and nurturing of your pets.
Adobe Animal Hospital provides advanced
diagnostics, therapy, surgical procedures
and hospitalization, when needed.
You will find us deeply committed to the
very best care possible for you and your
best friend. We welcome you to learn more
about our facility, procedures and staff at
www.adobeah.com.
Adobe Animal Hospital
218 Etcheverry Street
Ramona, CA 92065
760.789.7090
www.adobeah.com

A LASKA PENINSULA BROWN BEAR HUNTS

I

UNIT 9E

guide only one or two bear hunters
per season. Each hunter is guided by me
personally. Hunts are conducted out of
rustic cabins located in my hunting unit.
I take pride in providing my hunters
with a personalized experience.
I’m happy to provide references.
Please feel free to call me for details
Mark Wagner / Boot Bay Guide Service

Taken May 2012 by Eli M. of Tacoma Washington

Registered Guide License #1222

Phone (907) 617- 0507 • E-mail: Mark@bootbayg uideservice.com
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Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors
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Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors

ORDER SINGLE BAGS
FOR $7.50 + SHIPPING
ORDER BY THE CASE JUST $175.00 PER
CASE (25 BAG CASE) + SHIPPING
PROCESS YOUR HUNT INTO THE PERFECT JERKY
– MINIMUM OF 20LBS OF CLEANED TAGGED MEAT
CALL FOR QUOTE/PRICE

877 - 790 - 4876
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Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors

L

ooking for private land to
hunt, fish, hike or camp,
maybe with your kids or
grandchildren? You must see
My Country Club! Over 60,000
acres of mountain land, rolling
hills, ponds and streams. Ponds are
stocked with bass, bluegill, crappie and
catfish. Hunt deer, turkey, dove, quail,
pheasant, duck, geese, bandtail pigeon,
rabbit and varmints on big acreage that is
reserved for you. Archery hunters, we
have set aside prime land
for bow hunting only.
Come up, hunt, fish, sight
in your guns or just enjoy
being in paradise and the
beauty of the Southern
California mountains.
Contact MCC today
760-782-3503 or info
@mycountryclubinc.com

4556 Lambeth Court
Carlsbad, CA 92010-6407
www.wildworldadventures.com

909-841-0686
jim@wildworldadventures.com

Beard Hobbs & Associates
Beard Hobbs, Esq.
Construction Litigation/Business Collections

1014 Broadway, Suite A
El Cajon, CA 92021

San Diego (619) 221-8500
2838 Garrison St.
Los Angeles (Direct Line) (213) 625-1421

beardhobbs@cox.net
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Office: 619-201-8467
Fax:
619-749-0656

www.contractorjustice.com

Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors
DAWSON & ASSOCIATES INSURANCE SERVICES

SINCE 1977

Business Owners, Workers Comp, Liability,
Health, Life, Commercial Marine, Medicare

Bob Dawson

CA. License 0540346

Direct Phone: 619.990.3068
Office: 619.460.5615
Fax: 619.460.5628
5000 Thorne Drive, Suite A
La Mesa, CA 91942
Email: info@drinsure.com
Website: www.DRinsuranceCenter.com

LYONS & O’HAVER, INC.
MASTER TAXIDERMIST
OVER 50 YEARS FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

8180 PARKWAY DR.
LA MESA, CA 91942

(619) 697-3217
(619) 463-1053 FAX
www.lyonsandohaver.com
lyonsandohaver@sbcglobal.net
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Please Patronize Our Fine Sponsors
Support those who support us!
Our advertisers help us publish this newsletter for you by deferring some of the cost.
Be sure give them your business when shopping and take a moment to say
“Thanks for your support.”
• Adobe Animal Hospital
• Fisherman’s Landing
• Nine’s Ranch Premium Jerky
• Beard Hobbs - Attorney at Law
• Glenn D. Mitchel Realtors
• North Star River Expeditions
• Chipitani Safari Company
• John Latham - Master Guide
• Paul Loska, Land Surveying
• Dawson & Associates Insurance
• Lyons & O’Haver Taxidermists • Project 2000 Shooting Range
Safari Global Travel
• Mark Wagner /
• Sage Point Financial
• Diamond Environmental Services
Boot Bay Guide Service
• Tuffpak by Nalpak
• Ervin S. Wheeler, M.D., F.C.A.S. • Master Liens
• Wild World Adventures
• Featherstone Drywall
• My Country Club
• Zigman - Shields
• National Wild Turkey Federation

WANTED

HUNTING STORIES, ARTICLES, PHOTOGRAPHS
The Trophy Times welcomes stories and reports of your outdoor tales of adventure in the areas of
hunting, fishing, shooting, conservation and related subjects. Share these articles and stories with other
members of the San Diego Chapter and have the satisfaction of seeing your article in print.
Please e-mail your stories and photographs to the Trophy Times Editor at
newsletter@sandiegosci.org or mail to San Diego Chapter SCI, PO Box 600155, San Diego, CA 92160.
You do not need to include an article or story to submit a photograph
to be considered for the front page of the next newsletter.

If you would like to receive only an electronic copy of Trophy Times, please go to the Chapter website
www.sandiegosci.org. Click on “Visit our Newsletter Page.” Click on “Subscribe to E-Newsletters,”
enter your email address, and click on “Subscribe,” to receive the newsletter electronically. This will
enable us to reduce our Trophy Times printing and mailing costs.

Trophy Times advertising space now available
Business card size ad: $75 per year
Quarter page size ad: $135 per year
Half page size ad: $250 per year
For further information, please contact Newsletter Editor
e-mail: newsletter@sandiegosci.org
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Bulletin Board
Are you looking for a hunting partner, information about a specific animal,
hunting locations, firearms questions, or other sports-related subjects?
Chapter members have the opportunity to post
non-commercial items in the newsletter.
Contact the Trophy Times editor, newsletter@sandiegosci.org for information.

San Diego SCI Book Review
BACKTRACKING GRANDFATHER an autobiography covering some seventy years of hunting
experiences and the history of these times by Wilt Williams. Published 2014; hard cover, signed.
FISH OR CUT BAIT “the remarkable life and sport fishing legacy of Captain Bill Poole”
by Chuck Garrison.
Both of these books are about local members and are well written and interesting.
The books are free and can be ordered by contacting Ingrid Poole-Williams at 619-222-1334.
Donation instructions are sent with each book, should the reader care to make a tax deductible
contribution, after reading that will benefit youth in the field or Chapter conservation projects.

Escondido
Moose Lodge
is looking for a
new moose head.
Please contact
Heidi White
at 760-749-3846
to donate.
Are you missing the information that comes from SCI through their
“Crosshairs Newsletter”? Crosshairs is published with a California Edition
containing pertinent information for our state.
You can subscribe by sending an email to: crosshairs@safariclub.org.
Copyright ©2015 San Diego Chapter Safari Club International, all rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced
or incorporated into any information retrieval system without written permission of the publisher. For permission, contact the editor.
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SAN DIEGO CHAPTER SAFARI CLUB INTERNATIONAL
www.sandiegosci.org
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
NAME _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(first)
(middle)
(last)
(spouse)
PHONES_________________________________
_________________________________
___________________________________
Home — include area code
Business — include area code
Cell — include area code
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please complete the mailing address and email information as this is where you will receive Chapter and SCI correspondence.
If at all possible, we would like to utilize your email address for this purpose.
EMAIL ADDRESS________________________________________ OCCUPATION_______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
MAILING ADDRESS
STREET________________________________________________ MAILING P.O.B______________________________________________
CITY___________________________________________________ STATE_____________________________ ZIP_____________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
MEMBERSHIP DUES - PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX

❑
❑
❑
❑

1 YEAR

$65 National SCI dues & $25 San Diego Chapter dues - $90

3 YEARS $150 National SCI dues & $75 San Diego Chapter dues - $225
SCI LIFE

$1,500 National SCI Life dues, 60 and under

SCI SENIOR LIFE

$1,250, 60 and over

YOU MUST BE AN SCI LIFE MEMBER IN ORDER TO BECOME A CHAPTER LIFE MEMBER

❑ UNDER 60 CHAPTER LIFE - $350
❑ OVER 60 CHAPTER LIFE - $250
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Enclose check for $________________________________or go online at www.sandiegosci.org to use PAYPAL.
________________________________________________________
_________________________________
(APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE)
(DATE OF APPLICATION)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLEASE MAIL TO: San Diego Chapter SCI

• P.O. Box 600155 • San Diego, CA 92160

